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The spin-Peierls transition is considered as a progressive spin-lattice dimerization occurring below a transition
temperature in a system of one-dimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains. In the simplest theories, the
transition is second order and the ground state is a singlet with a magnetic gap. The historical origins and
theoretical development of the concept are examined. Magnetic susceptibility and EPR measurements on the 7Tdonor-acceptor compounds TTF· MS4 C.(CF3 ) 4 (M =Cu, Au; TTF is tetrathiafulvalene) are reported. These
compounds exhibit clearly the characteristics of the spin-Peierls transition in reasonably good agreement with
a mean-field theory. The susceptibility of each compound has a broad maximum near 50 K, while the
transitions occur at 12 and 2.1 K for M =Cu and Au, respectively. EPR linewidth observations over a broad
temperature range are examined. Areas for further experimental and theoretical work are indicated, and a
critical comparison is made of related observations on other materials.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have recently reported1 evidence for a spinPeierls transition, i.e., a progressive spin-lattice
dimerization occurring below a transition temperature in a system of one-dimensional (1 -D) antiferromagnetic (AF) Heisenberg chains. The transition is second order and is driven by the spin subsystem. At the lowest temperature the system is
in a singlet ground state with a magnetic gap.
The description of this spin-lattice effect combines two active areas of solid-state science with
potentially fruitful consequences for the further
development of each. One of these areas is the
rich one of metal-nonmetal transitions.2 The major feature of interest to us here is the family of
lattice distortion models typified by the Peierls
instability. 3 The second area contains magnetic
model systems, 4 usually insulators, including
those of less than three dimensions. The combination of exact solutions, approximation techniques and experimental comparisons in this area
has contributed importantly to the knowledge of
phase transitions and critical phenomena. Our
focus herein is on one-dimensional (1 - D) magnetic models embedded in a 3 - D lattice.
The specific concept of the spin-Peierls transition, i.e., the instability of one-dimensional spininsulator systems, has seen theoretical development for over a decade, as we describe in Sec. II.
Several materials have been put forth as test examples during this time. In most cases, the spin14

Peierls nature has been disputed after closer
study. We review these in Sec. V, after presenting our experiments and results in Sec. III and
analyzing the latter in Sec. IV.
We have carried out our experiments on several
tetrathiafulvalene donor-acceptor compounds with
bisdithiolene metal complexes.1 • 5 • 6 The planar organic molecular units of these compounds put them
into the broader class of molecular crystals 7 which
have been attracting increasing attention from
solid-state scientists after having been predominantly in the chemist's domain.
II. HISTORICAL REVIEW

In their studies of the paramagnetic resonance
of solid free radicals, McConnell and co-workers 8
seem to have been the first (in 1962) to apply the
instability against dimerization of a linear system
to magnetic chains of spin ~. They drew upon various background sources, particularly citing the
example worked by Peierls 3 showing that a onedimensional metallic lattice of uniformly spaced
atoms with a half-filled conduction band prefers
to become a distorted lattice in which alternate
atoms are displaced in opposite directions. The
resulting gap at the Fermi surface implies that
the material becomes a semiconductor (nonmetal).
Concurrently, Frolich9 and Kuper10 treated such
a model because of its possible relevance to superconductivity. A second background source cited
was the study of the alternation of bond lengths in
long conjugated chain molecules, the preference
3036
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for alternation developing if the chain is sufficiently long. The works of Ooshika11 and of LonguetHiggins and Salem12 are to be noted in this regard,
with credit for seminal ideas traced back to Platt13
and earlier work by Kuhn. 14
McConnell et al. 8 qualitatively predicted a transition at temperatures comparable to or less than
the intrachain exchange coupling, including a
"sharp'' decrease in the magnetic susceptibility.
The first quantitative treatment, to our knowledge,
was that of Chesnut.15 He chose a model with a
familiar spin-spin coupling Hamiltonian, a separation-dependent exchange expanded to the linear
term, and an elastic lattice. Mean-field calculations with Heisenberg and Ising interactions result in second-order phase transitions from a uniformly spaced lattice to one of alternating charac ter. Essentially this behavior is retained in the
calculations which followed. Both Chesnut and
McConnell et al. were attempting to understand
the properties of Wurster's blue perchlorate. Despite attractive similarities, the model was judged
inadequate. (See Sec. V .)
Along with these developments, there was considerable progress in the description of low-dimensional magnetic systems. We focus on the
magnetic susceptibility and low-lying excited
states of antiferromagnetic 1 - D Heisenberg
(S = ~) chains. For uniform exchange between
spins along the chain, we cite the studies by
Bonner and Fisher16 and by Bulaevskii,1 7 which
contain many earlier references. Of equal importance to us is the case of nonuniform or alternating exchange along the chain, considered by
Bulaevskii, 18 by Duffy and Barr, 19 and others cited
therein. The spin coupling Hamiltonian for these
cases is

(1)
Henceforth, we define a =J 2 /J1 so that a= 1 is the
uniform chain and a< 1 is the alternating chain,
reaching the limiting case of isolated AF dimers
at a= 0. In Fig. 1 is shown the normalized magnetic susceptibility x.=xJ1 /Ng2µ1 vs kT/J1 for
the cases a=l, 0.95, andO (withN-oo). The
curves are calculated in the Hartree-Fock approximation of Bulaevskii. (The Bonner-Fisher calculation for a= 1 is more reliable, but the equivalent
calculation for a ;::;1 has not been done. The
Bulaevskii curve reproduces the general features
of the Bonner-Fisher curve.) The curve for a =0
is the familiar singlet-triplet model with Xr
=(J1 /kT)/[exp(J1 /kT)+3]. The purpose of the figure is to show that the susceptibility for the uniform infinite chain is nonvanishing at absolute
zero and that the two nonuniform chains at either
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FIG. 1. Antiferromagnetic susceptibility vs temperature for the uniform Heisenberg chain (a= 1) and a
weakly alternating one (a= O.95), each for N- oo, calculated after Bulaevskii (Refs. 17 and 18). The curve
for a = 0 applies to isolated dimerized pairs.

extreme of a are essentially similar at low temperatures with x vanishing exponentially. We note
also that the weakly dimerized chain (a =0.95)
closely mimics the uniform one except at the lowest temperatures.
Another way to consider the low-temperature
features of the susceptibility curves is to examine
the spectrum of excited states for these cases.
These are shown schematically in Fig. 2. For
the uniform chain E(k)=E -£ 0 -lsinkl. The lowest
spin-wave excitation is degenerate with the ground
state. (Strictly speaking, the magnetic gap vanishes as 1/N.) For the alternating chain, an excitation gap always exists. At absolute zero, therefore, we find zero susceptibility for a< 1. For
the uniform chain, however, the l/N degeneracy
implies a finite density of low-lying excited states
arbitrarily close to the ground state, and correspondingly a nonzero susceptibility. Thus, a dimerization of the uniform chain will lift this degeneracy, arresting zero-point fluctuations into
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FIG. 2. Schematic representation of low-lying spinwave excitation energies vs wave vector k for a uniform
Heisenberg AF chain and an alternating chain (a< 1).
For the latter, the heavy dot at k = 0 indicates the ground
state. Also, the unit cell is doubled (a 1 +a 2 =2a) which
halves the zone-boundary wave vector.
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low-lying magnetic states, and lowering the
ground-state magnetic energy. This is the essence
of the spin-Peierls transition. We comment in
passing on the importance of lifting the degeneracy. If we had (incorrectly) taken the frozen Neel
AF ground state for the uniform chain, a linear
perturbation of the exchange [J1 =J(l +Ii); J 2
=J(l - Ii); Ii:;;; 1] would not have lowered the magnetic energy. [Note the relationship a= (1 - Ii)/
(1 + o).] In Fig. 3 we plot the actual ground-state
free energies for dimerization of the Heisenberg,
XY, and Ising models of a linear AF chain. The
energy lowering near the uniform limit (a= 1) goes
like ri 2 lnri for the XY model, 20 ·21 where Tl represents lattice distortion, and like ri 2 ln2Tj for the
Heisenberg model in a Hartree-Fock approximation.22·23 Since the lattice distortion energy increases as r1 2 , the spin-lattice system lowers its
energy by distortion.
More detailed theoretical work on the spinPeierls transition was not pursued for several
years after Chesnut. Pincus 20 and Beni and Pincus24 examined the XY magnetic exchange model
which can be solved exactly, along with an elastic
lattice and separation-dependent exchange. They
treated the lattice in the adiabatic approximation
neglecting nuclear motion. The calculation resulted in a second-order transition from a uniform chain to a partly dimerized chain, indicatDIMER LIMIT
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ing a temperature dependence of the alternation
parameter, a. Beni22 also considered the Heisenberg exchange-coupled chain in the Hartree-Fock
approximation (after Bulaevskii17 ) and, repeating
the same lattice treatment, he obtained results
similar to those found for the XY model.
Recent studies by Dubois and Carton21 and by
Pytte 23 have incorporated 3 - D lattice dynamics
in treating this problem. Dubois and Carton reexamined the XY exchange model in both a strongcoupling (between spins and lattice) and weak-coupling limit with results qualitatively the same as
Pincus and Beni. They also pointed out that the instability would not occur in the Ising model. Pytte
found the instability in Heisenberg chains and we
recount his treatment in Sec. N. Pytte 25 also
presented a more rigorous examination of an Ising
1 - D system with 3 - D lattice dynamics which explicitly involved interchain coupling. In that treatment, however, a phase transition could occur
only with a special (nonlinear) form for the separation-dependent exchange.
In this historical development of the spin-Peierls
model the more detailed theories have generally
elaborated upon their predecessors without negating their essential features. Further, it is encouraging to note that a very recent rigorous calculation (quite distinct from the foregoing class of
theories) of the time-dependent correlation functions of the continuum Heisenberg-Ising model
predicts instabilities in quantum-mechanical magnetic chains. 26
III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
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FIG. 3. Ground-state free energies of alternating
magnetic chains as a function of the amount of dimerization, OL=J 2/JI> in Eq. (1) withJ 1 +J 2 =2J, and JI> J 2>0.
Calculations are for the Heisenberg (after Duffy and
Barr, Ref. 19), the XY (after Pincus, Ref. 20), the
Ising and classical models of an AF chain.

In a systematic study of donor-acceptor (D ·A)
compounds formed by the interaction of TTF with
planar metal complexes, we have prepared a series of TTF · BDT derivatives where BDT represents a group of planar bis-ethylenedithiolene
metal complexes of the type [MS 4 C4 X4]n (M=Ni,
Pd, Pt, Cu, Au; X=H, CF 3 ; n=O, -l)(cf.Figs .
4 and 9). The BDT complexes are a well-studied
class of coordination compounds known for their
planar molecular geometry, delocalized 11-electronic structures, reversible electron transfer
behavior, and ability to form D ·A compounds with
organic donor molecules. 27 In these respects, the
BDT complexes are closely analogous to TCNQ,
but, by virtue of their metal-organic character,
are more amenable to systematic changes in electronic structure through chemical substitution. In
particular, changes in both the central metal ion
M and the ligand substituent X can be effected,
producing wide variations in electron affinity and
orbital occupancy, without appreciably changing

14
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ic magnetic properties observed. These complex-

es all crystallize in triclinic cells with an alternate stacking arrangement of TTF+ and
MS4 C4 (CF3 )4 - units along the c axis of the structure (Table I). The M =Pt, Cu, and Au compounds
are isostructural and assume the NaCl-like packing arrangement shown in Fig. 4.
The molecular planes of both kinds of ions are
nearly parallel to the (001) planes, and the protrusion of the rr orbitals from these molecular
planes presumably favors electronic interactions
along the c axis. The alternate stacking arrangement and large separation (- 3.9 A> implies highly
localized electronic orbitals, a fact borne out by
the conductivity, which is less than 10-9 (n cm)-1
by four-probe de measurements on single crystals. We identify this c-axis stack as a chain unit,
although other evidence is desirable.
In the case of the Pt derivative, both ions carry
a spin and the dominant intrachain magnetic interactions at high temperatures are apparently of the
direct-exchange type and ferromagnetic in character.6 On the other hand, for M=Cu, Au, the additional electron in the corresponding MS4 C4 (CF3 )4 units fills the highest occupied molecular orbital
to give a diamagnetic anion, leaving unpaired spins
only on the TTF+ units in the structure. The compounds with M =Cu, Au are the focal point of this
paper.
The structural views shown in Fig. 4 were obtained in detail for the M = Pt compound at room
temperature. Detailed studies on the others over
a broad range of temperatures are underway.
While the latter studies may throw light on differences between the several compounds, there is
enough similarity (Table I) to permit us to use the
structure shown.
The physical property measurements signaled
an anomaly at 250 K (200 K) for the Cu (Au) compound. Preliminary x-ray studies in this temperature region indicate the basic crystal structure is
unaltered although abrupt changes in several of the
lattice parameters were observed at these temperatures.
The TTF •MS4 C4 (CF3 ) 4 complexes were obtained
by metathesis of the TTF+ Cl - and the tetra-alkyl

FIG. 4. View of the TTF•MS4C 4(CF 3)4, M=Cu, Au,
structure in the a-b and a-c planes. MS 4C 4(CF:i) 4 anion
is at the comers and face centers. The TTF cation is
at the midpoint of each edge.

the basic planar molecular geometry. We have
been using this structural flexibility to investigate structure-property relationships in D •A
compounds with TTF and have found substantial
variations in solid-state packing arrangements as
well as physical properties in the new m TTF • nBDT
complexes prepared. Preliminary results of
our studies on the compounds, (TTF) 2 NiS 4 C4 H4 ,
(TTF)2 (NiS4 C4 H4 ) 3 , and TTF • MS4 C4 (CF 3 )4 (M=Ni,
pt, Cu, Au) have been reported elsewhere. 5 • 6
The latter compounds, TTF·MS4 C4 (CF 3 ) 4 , are
found to be poor electrical conductors in contrast
to TTF • TCNQ but exhibit a variety of interesting
magnetic behavior resulting from cooperative interactions among unpaired electrons in localized
orbitals of 11 symmetry on the TTF+ and
MS4 C4 (CF3 )4 - units in the structure. The magnetic
properties are quite dependent on the specific arrangement of the molecular units in the structure
as well as the nature of the metal ion. Singlecrystal x-ray diffraction studies have been used
to determine the crystal structures and to relate
the crystal-packing arrangement to the anisotrop-

TABLE I. Unit-cell a data for isostructural 1:1 TTF •MS4C4(CF 3) 4 charge-transfer complexes.
Compound

a

b

TTF ·CuS4C4(CF3)4
TTF • AuS4C4(CF3)4
TTF • FtS4C4(CF3)4

23.1 A
23.27
23.34

13.2 A
13.04
13.10

c
1.80
7.86
7.82

A

Cl'

{3

'Y

92.7°
90.9°
90.6°

101.8°
102.5°
101.4°

90°
91.2°
92.0°

a The true space group is Pl with one formula unit per cell but for convenience we use a
face-centered cell with Z = 4 and space group FI.

I. S. JACOBS et al.
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ammonium or tetraphenyl arsonium salts of
MS4 C4 (CF3 )4 - in methanol solution. Recystallization of the products of these reactions by slow cooling of acetonitrile solutions gave needlelike crystals, 2-3 mm long and 0.05x0.3 mm2 in cross section.

T (K)

UPPER SCALE

JI

B. Magnetic susceptibility

The static susceptibility was measured on both
the Cu and Au complexes between 2.5 and 300 K
with the Faraday method and supplemented, for the
Au complex, by measurement between 1.6 and 4 K
using a SQUID (superconducting quantum-interference device) magnetometer system.
The Faraday method used an electrobalance
(Cahn, Model RG) and a split superconducting
solenoid. The solenoid was wound from Nb-Ti
multifilamentary wire to minimize hysteresis in
the field-current relationship. The split solenoid
allowed the field and field gradient to be varied independently; the data were taken by setting a series of fields (10-40 kOe) and determining the
force as a function of gradient at each field.
The sample of the copper complex consisted of
several tens of single crystals (total mass 2.18
mg) which were aligned with their long axes (c
axes) parallel in a tubular holder (mass - 5 mg)
constructed from 0.005-cm-thick polycarbonate
sheet and polystyrene glue. The geometry of the
holder allowed a rough alignment of the c axis with
respect to the field. The magnetization M was
found to be a linear function of field (10-40 kOe)
at all temperatures outside the range 6-12 K. In
the latter range, M(H) was slightly concave upward and the low-field susceptibility was inferred
by extrapolation. Within the accuracy of the method the susceptibility was also found to be approximately isotropic for measurements parallel and
perpendicular to the c axis of the bundle. The
zero of the susceptibility scale was obtained from
the integrated EPR intensity at 4 K relative to its
value at 50 K, as we describe below.
Data for the two directions of measurements are
shown in Fig. 5. The solid lines are calculated
from theory described in Sec. IV. The shift to a
dashed line above 250 K reflects the sensitivity of
the magnetic system to the transition noted in Sec.
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FIG. 5. Magnetic susceptibility of TTF • CuS4C4(CF3)4
along two directions. Solid lines are calculated from a
spin-Peierls theory which contains AF chains with uniform exchange above 12 Kand temperature-dependent
alternating exchange below.

in order to obtain the spin susceptibility presented
in Fig. 6. The solid lines are obtained from a fit
to theory described in Sec. IV. The crystals of
the gold complex cracked into small pieces upon
temperature cycling. This behavior may be associated with the crystal transition observable at
200 K.
The SQUID magnetometer was a modification of
that described by Gollub et al., 28 utilizing an rf
SQUID in place of the de double-point-contact
SQUID of the original. The sample crystals (mass
of 19.2 mg) and a small amount of Apiezon N
grease for thermal contact were mounted in a
small high-purity copper can in an evacuated
Xyvs T

w
_,

TTF +AuS4 C4 ( CF314-

~ 3.0

..

......
~

....
I

~

~

2.0 ANTI FERROMAGNETIC

HEISENBERG LINEAR
CHAIN Sz 1/2
(BONNtR-FISHERl

•

H

1.0

llIA.

The Faraday-method sample of the gold complex
(2.92 mg) was mounted similarly to the copper but
the plastic holder tube was machined from solid
polycarbonate. In contrast to the tube made from
polycarbonate film, this one yielded a temperature-dependent background. The measured susceptibility of the holder and a calculated diamagnetic contribution of the complex were subtracted

50

100
150
200
TEMPERATURE (K)

250

FIG. 6. Magnetic susceptibility of TTF • AuS4C4(CF3)4
powder for T >2.5 K. The solid line is the BonnerFisher (Ref. 16) calculation for a uniform AF chain, S
1

=2.
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chamber. The temperature of the can was varied,
and changes of the sample's magnetic moment
were recorded continuously as a function of temperature, as measured with a germanium resistance thermometer. A separate background run
was also made with the copper can empty to ascertain the background signal, which was subtracted to obtain the sample signal. The background signal was less than 10% of the sample signal. The magnetic field used was 10 Oe, with a
check at 100 Oe to confirm the field independence
of the susceptibility.
The magnetometer was calibrated by measuring
a crystal of the paramagnetic salt chrome-potassium alum. The zero of the sample susceptibility
(only changes were measured) was obtained by
matching the SQUID results at 2.75 K to the integrated E PR intensity described in Sec. III C. The
scale of the integrated EPR intensity was determined from the Faraday method data. All these
data are presented in Fig. 7, combining those of
Fig. 6 with the SQUID and EPR results.
C. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)

EPR measurements were performed on a balanced bolometer spectrometer at 20 GHz. (The
sample was mounted on a quartz rod in the center
of a TE 0 u cylindrical cavity.) Resonance was observed in absorption with the power level adjusted
as necessary to prevent saturation of the resonance. The temperature was varied from 1.45 to
4.2 Kand 10 to 20.4 K by pumping on liquid helium
or hydrogen, respectively, surrounding the cavity.
Above 20.4 K, the coolant was expelled and the
temperature measured by a copper-Constanstan
thermocouple mounted on the cavity.
For intensity measurements, 94-Hz square-
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FIG. 7. Low-temperature powder magnetic susceptibility (SQUID magnetometer) and integrated EPR intensity
with H along two major crystal axes for
TTF • AuS4C4 (CF 3) 4 • These are scaled to match the static
Faraday susceptibility results of Fig. 6 at 4 K. The resonance spectrometer sensitivity is calibrated for all
data shown.
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wave source modulation was used, the recorded
signal after lock-in detection plotting out the absorption signal directly .29 The intensity of the
signal was then estimated by integrating the area
under the recorded curves. Absolute intensity
measurements were not attempted. Also, in most
of the studies no correction was made for possible
changes in the spectrometer sensitivity versus
temperature. These can occur due to changes in
losses in the sample and due to conductivity
changes in the brass cavity (i.e., a change in Q
of the cavity). Relatively small changes in the
coupling of the cavity to the waveguide were observed over the temperature range studied, and
these effects, therefore, should not be large. (In
one case to be described, spectrometer sensitivity
was checked versus temperature using the method
of Silsbee, 30 where a small frequency modulation
is imposed upon the klystron and the resulting calibration signal observed in dispersion. The spectrometer sensitivity was found to decrease somewhat with increasing temperature. At 140 K, the
sensitivity was - 60% that at 4 .2 K.)
For a single crystal of the copper complex, a
single strong E PR transition was observed for T
;,,. 10 K. (Other weaker lines were observed at T
< 4 .2 K.) For the gold complex, a single strong
EPR transition was observed over the full region
r;.. 1.45 K. For each, the angular dependence is
described by the spin Hamiltonian
(2)

where S = t, g is the magnetogyric tensor, and µB
is the Bohr magneton. This dominant transition in
each case arises from the TTF+ molecular unit,
as identified below.
For accurate determination of the principal axes
of the g tensor, two crystals were mounted to form
a pseudotwin, side by side, with their a* axes parallel, but with the c axis of one aligned 180° from
the c axis of the other. (These axes are easily
identified from the crystal morphology.) Studies
with H in the a*c and a*b planes therefore produce
two lines which in their angular dependence are
identical except that they are shifted by 28, where
e is the angle between the extreme values of g in
that plane and the a* axis.
Our EPR study of the TTF · BDT complexes gives
several kinds of information. It complements and
extends the static magnetic results because the
integrated absorption intensity is proportional to
the susceptibility. It probes the electronic structure of the spin carriers through the principal g
values and relates them structurally to the lattice
through the orientation of the axes of the g tensor.
Lastly, it contributes to the study of spin dynam-

I. S. JACOBS et al.
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T 2: 10 K the intensity is from a single line associated
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TTF+ at 2.3 K.

(a)

FIG. 9. Schematic representation of the TTF+ and
MBDT- ions showing principal axes of their respective
g tensors. Part (a) defines the angles between the crystal
axes and the g tensor axes. It was found experimentally
that g 3 lies in the a*-c plane.

ics in coupled spin systems (of low dimensionality)
through the behavior of the absorption linewidth.
In Fig. 8 we show the integrated intensity versus
temperature for TTF • CuS4 C4 (CF 3 ) 4 for two differerent crystal orientations. The intensity is isotropic within the experimental accuracy. Also
shown for comparison is a curve repeating the
static susceptibility data of Fig. 5. As noted
above, we do not attach significance to the difference between the two sets of data at higher temperatures but consider them to be qualitatively
the same. At these temperatures the static data
are more accurate. At the lowest temperature
(2 .3 K) a variety of paramagnetic species contributes to the residual absorption. The new ones
differ in their principal g values from the domin-

ant component at T:;,olO K. As noted above (Sec.
III B), we use the low-temperature intensity behavior to fix the zero of the static susceptibility.
In Table II we present the principal g-tensor
values measured on the Cu compound. referred
to orientations of the crystal as shown in Fig. 9(a).
The first (A) is the dominant spectrum at T
"'° 10 K. Also given are g values previously reported for TTF+. The close similarity confirms
the identification of this spectrum as arising from

TABLE II. Principal g values and axes observed in TTF • CuS 4C4 (CF 3)4. Axes and angles
are shown in Fig. 9(a).
Spectrum

T (K)

Ion

g1

g2

g3

111

112

A
B

20.4
2.3
2.3

TTF+a

2.0069
2.0062
2.1236

2.0151
2.0178
2.0344

2.0016
2.0085
1.9903

21.6°
26,5°
15.7°

4.5°
(0±10°)
3.2°

c

?

MS4C4 (CF 3) 4 b

aThe principalg values for TTF+ in TTF•TCNQ have been reported by W. M. Walsh, Jr.,
L. W. Rupp, Jr., F. Wudl, D. E. Shaefer, and G. A. Thomas [Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 19, 296,
(1974)J to be 2.0078, 2.0116, 2.0021. Y. Tomkiewicz, F. Mehran, D. C. Green and B. A.
Scott [ibid. 19, 334 (1974)1 report an axially symmetric spectrum in TTF•Cl withgi=2.0ll,
g,,=2.002.
b Presumably either NiS 4C4 (CF 3) 4 - or CuS4C4 (CF 3) 4°; see text. Principal g values for NiS4C4
(CF 3) 4 - have been measured by A. Davison, N. Edelstein, R. H. Holm, and A. H. Maki [Inorg.
Chem . .'.!· 814 (1964)) to be 2.137, 2.044, 1.996.
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the TTF+ molecular unit, and therefore the role
of this ion as the dominant spin carrier in our system. The second two spectra (B, C) are two of the
dominant but weak paramagnetic spectra (i.e., intensities increase with decreasing temperature)
that emerge at the lowest temperature. The g values for spectrum C are observed to be similar to
those reported for the NiS4 C4 (CF 3 ) 4 - ion (also given in the table) suggesting that it may arise from
an impurity or possibly from the isoelectronic
CuS4 C4 (CF 3 )4 ° which could be present as a structural or stoichiometric defect. Spectrum B is not
identified. At 2.3 K there also remains a small
amount of the TTF+ spectrum (see Fig. 8) resulting from a "defect" (e.g., chain end) that did not
take part in the freeze-out of active spins.
The angles listed in Table II define the orientation of the paramagnetic molecular complexes with
respect to the crystal axes. For spectra A and C,
they are remarkably close to the tilt angles for the
corresponding TTF+ and MS4 C4 (CF 3 )4 - ions shown
in Fig. 4, which represents the room-temperature
structure for the pt compound. In Fig. 9, we
therefore also show the g-tensor axes with respect
to the implied molecular framework. A more detailed comparison awaits the results of structural
studies on the Cu (and Au) compound. The temperature dependence of the tilt of the TTF+ ion in the
(010) plane as measured by EPR on the Cu compound is shown in Fig. lO(a). The significant features are the sharp change at the 250-K transition
and the absence of any observable change of note
in the region of 10 to 12 K, despite a careful
search. (At 4 K, competing contributions prevent
a meaningful analysis.) In Fig. lO(b), the tilt temperature dependence is shown for the (001) plane
for the temperature range 130 to 270 K.
The temperature dependence of the peak-to-peak
derivative linewidths with H along the b (-g 1 ) and
c (-g 3 ) axes is shown in Fig. 11 for the Cu compound. For T "'-10 K, the spectrum arises solely
from TTF+. Again, the 250-K transition is manifest. The broken line is a normalized plot of xT,
to be discussed in Sec. IV. At 4.2 K, a single
broad resonance is observed that arises from both
the residual TTF+ spectrum and that labeled B in
Table II, which overlap. Upon lowering the temperature, the lines sharpen and the individual
spectra emerge, along with spectrum C, as
shown.
Similar measurements were carried out for
TTF·AuS4 C4 (CF 3 )4 but in less detail. Throughout
the complete temperature range, a single strong
anisotropic EPR line was observed. A somewhat
uncertain crystal morphology prevented a precise
determination of the principal axes of the g tensor
although values close to those of TTF+ in Table II
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FIG. 10. (a) Temperature dependence of the tilt of the
TTF+ ion in the (010) plane of TTF • CuS 4C 4(CF 3) 4, measured by 81 in EPR, cf. Fig. 9; (b) similar tilt in the
(001) plane measured by 82 •

were obtained. Also a clear shift in axes at the
200-K transition was seen despite the uncertain
knowledge of the tilt angle. In Fig. 7 is shown the
integrated intensity versus temperature. Only
those data are shown for which the spectrometer
sensitivity was calibrated. The agreement with
the static susceptibility (dashed curve) is satisfactory. (More data in the uncalibrated state confirm the peak and general overall shape.) These
results and the SQUID data from 4 down to 1.5 K
clearly show behavior similar to that found at and
below 12 K in the Cu compound. In both cases the
susceptibility is "freezing-out" rapidly, but continuously. In Fig. 12 the linewidth (peak-to-peak
derivative) is shown as a function of temperature
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change and/or dipole-dipole), shifts in the TTF+
(s: +i)/(S/,
reflecting the setting in of long- and short-range
order .31 The observed shifts are small (t..g
<0.001, occurring mainly in the 10-20 K region
for the copper compound), indicating that the principal exchange mechanism must be Heisenberg
(isotropic) in character. While the maximum in
the susceptibility suggests AF interactions, more
convincing evidence is found in the behavior of
xT which decreases with decreasing temperature.
(A Curie-Weiss plot also shows a negative intercept, but is less reliable because the asymptotic
high-temperature region is not attained.)
The question of magnetic dimensionality, however, requires more careful reasoning. From
structural considerations, the usual suggestive
features 4 are distances between magnetic ions
(in different directions), directionality of exchange
or super-exchange paths between spins, and special alignment of orbitals. The alignment of 11 orbitals of the TTF+ and BDT- ions, protruding perpendicular to the planar molecule ions which are
themselves nearly parallel to (001) planes (Fig. 4),
strongly favors electronic interactions along the
c axis and conditions our choice of the "mixed"
stack as a linear chain unit. Support for this may
be found in the apparent absence of interchain magnetic ordering as discussed later. The broad susceptibility maximum is indicative of an AF linear
chain, AF dimers, or a two-dimensional AF system. The relatively gradual drop in susceptibility
below the maxima in Figs. 5 and 6 rules out dimers. The overall shapes of the curves of x vs T
are very well-known for 1 - D systems,1 6 but only
approximately for 2- D Heisenberg systems. 4
Near and above their maxima, they are not very
readily distinguished. Putting aside the "ideal"
low-D models with no ordering temperatures, we
examine the "real" Heisenberg AF systems (S =~)
with interchain coupling that do show ordering.
An empirical monitor would be the ratio of the
magnetic ordering temperature to that of the susceptibility maximum. This ratio is 0.9 or higher
for 3- D systems, about 0.5 down to 0.25 for 2 - D
systems, and about 0.1 or less for good 1-D systems (some cases a bit higher). On this basis,
neither the Au nor the Cu compounds show magnetic ordering in the 2- D and 3- D regimes.
Next we note that the extrapolated zero-temperature susceptibility from temperatures above the
second-order transition has, for the Cu compound,
almost exactly the ratio of x(O)/xmax"'0.68 predicted by an equivalent extrapolation of the BonnerFisher16 calculation for 1- D systems. The latter
is much preferable to the Hartree-Fock calculation of Bulaevskii used for pedagogical reasons in

g values will occur proportional to
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FIG. 11. EPR peak-to-peak derivative linewidth, t.H,
vs temperature at 20 GHz for TTF • CuS 4C4(CF 3) 4 for
ii parallel to two major crystal axes. The broken line
is a comparative plot of xT normalized to l:J.H at 250 K.
Below 4.2 K, the results shown are for iiJic only.
from 4 to 250 K, again in comparison with a normalized curve of xT. These data also show a
clear break at the 200-K transition.
IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

A. Introductory overview

Considering the results of Sec. III, one may first
ask if the compounds studied are well described as
Heisenberg antiferromagnetic linear chains. The
Heisenberg character of the exchange can be inferred by the very small shifts observed in the
E PR g values versus temperature. If anisotropic
components exist in the spin-spin coupling (ex-
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Fig. 1. (An equivalent prediction of the ratio does
not exist for 2- D systems.)
Other tools for investigating dimensionality include the magnetic specific-heat behavior. The
absence of a truly diamagnetic analog, plus the
large lattice contribution of the multiatom molecules makes this of doubtful utility, even if it were
available. The ultimate tool for this question is
that of neutron scattering. Pending the outcome of
such experiments, we believe from the evidence
above, that the TTF • MS4 C4 (CF 3 )4 (M =Cu, Au)
compounds have predominantly 1- D magnetic interactions.
In Fig. 5 for the Cu compound, the solid line between 12 and 250 K is obtained from the BonnerFisher calculations with J /!i 8 = 77 K and g = 1.97.
The difference between this g and those found by
EPR is within the error band of the susceptibility
measurement. The overall fit, obtained by a
graphical method, is very good for temperatureindependent parameters. We show a similar fit
for the Au compound in Fig. 6. The agreement
is excellent down to 12 K withg=2.05 andJ/k 8
= 68 K. Below 12 K, there is an apparent excess
x which may arise from impurities or brokenchain effects.18
The small deviations between the solid line and
the data in Fig. 5 may be connected with a temperature dependence of J as a manifestation of
spin-lattice coupling. From graphical comparisons of xT vs Tor kT/J (experiment or theory,
respectively), we have estimated J(T) for the Cu
compound in the interval 12 < T < 250 K, assuming
g =2.00 for all temperatures. The results shown
in Fig. 13 give a qualitative indication for J(T).
The small slow decrease of J between 12 and 100
K would be expected from thermal expansion.
Above 150 K the method has diminished accuracy
restricting further interpretation.
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FIG. 14. Comparison between low-temperature experimental data for TTF • CuS4C 4(CF 3)4 and calculated susceptibility for the AF chain with temperature-independent alternation, for various values of a.

The static susceptibility data for Fig. 5 and the
EPR results for Figs. 7 and 8 show that x decreases sharply in all principal directions at
12 K for the Cu compound and 2.1 K for the Au
compound. This behavior is incompatible with
3-D or 2- D AF ordering of the spin systems,
for which x would decrease to zero for at most
one orientation of the sample. Therefore we
seek a model for which x decreases to zero in
all orientations. The simplest such model is the
1- D Heisenberg chain with temperature -independent alternating exchange noted in Sec. II and
shown in Fig. 1 for the weakly-alternating case
QI =0.95. Our calculations for several large QI
values fail to reproduce the sharpness of the decrease in x at 12 K (Cu compound). This failure
is further demonstrated in Fig. 14. While the
alternation parameter value QI= 0. 71 fits the lowest temperature susceptibility, it falls short of
the observed x by a factor of 2 near the knee (Tc).
At the same time this figure does show that a progressive dimerization, i.e., temperature -dependent a, could satisfactorily describe the observed
susceptibility. As x falls, there is some value
QI (T),,;; 1 which will permit a fit at each temperature. As discussed in Sec. II, this feature is central to the spin-Peierls transition.
B. Theory

The basic Hamiltonian for the spin-Peierls system is
70
60'-~'---'-~--'----1.--l-1......LL..L.l.-~'---'-....L...-

IO

15
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70
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T (Kl
FIG. 13. Estimated temperature dependence of the AF
exchange, J(T)/ks, for TTF • CuS4C4(CF 3)4 in the uniform chain region (12<T< 250 K), assumingg=2.00

throughout.

+ ~ w0 (<i, Ql)b.! b_ ,
L.J
qa qa

(3)

where the sum over lattice sites l includes nearest intrachain neighbors only, b! (b(ia) is the
creation (destruction) operator f~~ 3- D phonons,
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with wave vector q on branch a, and w 0 is the unrenormalized phonon energy. Since the exchange
energy J (l, l + 1) is a function of the 3- D spatial
separation of sites l and l + 1, the 1- D spin interactions depend on the 3- D motion of the lattice
sites. Thus we are treating a 1- D magnetic system coupled to a 3- D phonon system. (We take
fl =kB= 1.)
Pytte 23 has treated this Hamiltonian in mean
field. He used the Jordan-Wigner transformation
from spin to pseudofermion operators. It is his
mean-field treatment of basically 1- D equations
which leads to a finite spin-Peierls transition
temperature Tc. The 3- D phonons are used only
implicitly to justify this result, which is
(4)

where p(T) is a very slowly varying function of T.
[We may use p(T) =P(O) = 1.6366 for T.-:S Tc.] The
spin-phonon coupling constant A is defined by
A'=4g 2 p/;,J~T1J,

(5)

il(0)=3.7K;

where
;,J 0 = w 0(aq, q = 2k F),

g :g(aq, q = 2kF) = e(aq) • V1J(l, l + 1 )/(mN)112 •
e(aq) is the phonon polarization vector for
branch a. Pytte's analysis and our extensions are
used in Ref. 1 to fit the susceptibility data. Above
Tc, the chains are uniform, and x is fit by the
Bonner-Fisher curve. Below T, the lattice progressively dimerizes, and two unequal and alternating J's are produced,

J 1, 2 =J[l±6(T)j.

(6)

From Ref. 1,
6(T) = t:.(T)/pJ,

In Ref. 1, J 1 (T) was held fixed, which amounts to
a concomitant lattice expansion, and agreement
was obtained with the x.(T) data using the predicted
mean-field parameters [i.e., 6(0) =0.167]. We
have now performed the calculation allowing
J 1 2 (T) to vary exactly as in Eq. (6) (i.e., no lattice
ch'ange) and find that a value of 6(0)=0.127 is
needed to fit x(T) for T.-:S 12 K. The fit is as good
as in Ref. 1 (see Fig. 5) butJ 1(0)/J2 (0) is -8% different than the mean-field values predicted above.
This also corresponds to a mean-field Tc of about
9 K which is a deviation of about 25% from the
observed value. These deviations could be due
to either inadequacies of the mean-field theory,
the actual presence of lattice expansion, or both.
Until low-temperature x-ray or neutron studies
are done, lattice change will remain an unknown
parameter.
For the Au compound, knowledge of J and Tc
(68 and 2.1 K, respectively) determines the meanfield parameters:

(7)

where t:.(T) is the magnetic gap, which follows the
usual BCS temperature dependence. For Tc= 12 K
and J = 77 K (the Cu compound), the model predicts1 6(0) = 0.167. We therefore have available a
prediction of
J 2 (T) = 1 - 6(T) = (T)
J 1 (T)
1+6(T) a
for all T.-:S Tc=l2 K. Using the Bulaevskii18 model
of a dimerized chain [see Eq. (1)], we then calculate x(T) to compare with the data.
A remark concerning a possible lattice effect
omitted thus far is appropriate at this point. This
is concomitant chain expansion or contraction,
which is considered by Beni and Pincus. 24 The
obvious consequence of this effect is a change of
J as a function of temperature. Such temperature
dependence must be factored intoJi. 2 (T) [Eq. (6)].

6(0)=0.033;

A=0.23.

(8)

In the absence of EPR intensity (or susceptibility)
results for the Au compound extending down to
T/Tcs0.5, we do not try to fit the low-temperature regime. The general shape in Fig. 7 just below Tc clearly reflects the behavior seen in detail
for the Cu compound in Fig. 5.
The model allows us to make the same meanfield predictions for the Au compound as we did
for the Cu one,1 keeping in mind their well-known
limitations. The magnetic specific-heat jump at
Tc should be BCS-like and -0.02R (0.02kB per formula unit) (cf., -O.lR for Cu). If we assume that
only the TTF's are important in the 2kF lattice
motion, we may say that w 0 is the same for both
compounds. Then from Eq. (5), gAufifcu =0.8. If
we define generalized lattice distortions 23 (Q)
=J6(T)/2g, we get (Q)Aj(Q>cu =0.216. For w 0
""90 K, (Q)Au-0.004 at T=O, which translates
roughly to a 0.06% translational distortion along
the c axis (cf., 0.3% for Cu). Of course, the distortion may be torsional or librational as well as
translational. As discussed by Pytte, large magnetic fields can have interesting effects. For instance, the theory predicts a trimerization at H
= l.lJ /gµB - 510 kOe for the Au compound, assuming that nonlinear field effects have not entered.
Since the spin-Peierls transition has a structural instability, the 2k F phonon mode along the chains
should exhibit soft-mode behavior. Bray and Chui 32
have predicted that a soft mode should be visible
within a few degrees of Tc in the dynamic structure factor S(q, w) at Ci= (q.L, q 11 ) = (y, 2kF), where
y gives the minimum value of w0(qL, 2k F), probably y = 0 = q.L. In addition a central peak should
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be visible in S(q, w =0) for all q.L to temperature
well above Tc.
Mean-field predictions of Tc for the re1r1lar
Peierls transition in other quasi-1- D systems
(e.g., TTF-TCNQ) are typically almost an order
of magnitude too high. 33 In comparison, the experimental Tc for these spin-Peierls systems is
more consistent with mean-field theory. An ostensible reason is that the "scale" energies for the
two transitions are different: pJ for spin-Peierls
vs Fermi energy (EF) for regular Peierls in Eq.
(4). But the deeper reason must depend on the
3- D element of the problem implied by coupling
to the phonon field. 25 Indeed renormalizationgroup arguments 32 emphasize the role of the phonons in the character of the spin-Peierls transition. A related question is why the effects of the
phonon field are not easily observed in the static
susceptibility data for T> Tc. The reason32 may
bethatthe x dataaretakenatq 11 = O, a value at which the
spin-phonon coupling constants (fi') go to zero. 23•32
We note that all of the theoretical approaches to
a spin-Peierls transition have resulted in secondorder transitions. Pouget et al. 34 have pointed out
that strong coupling and lattice compressibility
(after Bean and Rodbell35 ) might produce a firstorder transition. (We note that Dubois and Carton21
find a second-order transition for strong coupling
with the XY model.) The existing approaches have
restricted themselves to a linear term in the spatial expansion of J. As noted in Sec. II, the Isingmodel spin system gave different answers to the
spin-Peierls problem when J was permitted a nonlinear variation. 21 ·25
In the historical review in Sec. II, culminating
in the theoretical treatment outlined above, we
have not made reference to an extensive and rapidly growing body of theoretical work on cooperative
phenomena in magnetoelastic systems. Here the
dimensionality of the spin system has generally
been taken to be the same as that of the phonon
system. It appears that the nature of the phase
transition depends crucially on the original formulation of the problem; for example, how the
phonon-phonon and spin-phonon coupling, the surface effects, and the elastic anisotropy are taken into
account. Factors such as these are likewise expected
to affect the nature of the critical order parameter. 36
Clearly the theory of magnetoelastic critical phenomena has not yet reached maturity, and in any case, none
of these more sophisticated approaches has so far been
directly applicable to the system studied here.
C. EPR Jinewidth

Resonance studies (both NMR and E PR) are
fruitful tools for examining the dynamics of lowdimensional spin systems. Although there have
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been several reviews, 37 •38 it seems safe to say
that the present understanding of the temperature
dependence of the E PR linewidth, t.H, in these
systems is unsatisfactory. 39
Our results in Figs. 11and12 span what can be
called the intermediate temperature region, i.e.,
low enough for the effects of short-range order to
enter in but too high for well-defined spin waves.
[Note J /ks - T(Xmax)- 50 K.] From the current wisdom38 one expects the linewidths of 1- D (and 2- D)
antiferromagnets to go through a minimum in this
region. In particular, at high temperature, spin
diffusion theory indicates that the long-wavelength
q-0 modes dominate the relaxation process. This
contribution is proportional to xT, 39 which we have
scaled from the present experiments to match t.H
just below the structural transition. At the other
extreme, as the temperature is lowered, the q =0
modes fade in intensity in favor of staggered AF
susceptibility modes at the zone boundary, whose
intensity rises rapidly with decreasing temperature, causing the linewidth to broaden again.
While 2- D systems have been observed which
fit this picture, 37 ·38 it has been less frequently the
case for 1- D materials. In the latter, such a
good model system as40 TMMC [(CH3)4 NMnC1 3]
exhibits a t.H which is at first constant and then
rises markedly as the temperature decreases.
Very recent results, however, on CPC
(CuCl2 • 2NC5 H5 ), 39 and earlier data on 41
Cu(C 6 H5 C00) 2 ·3H2 0 do follow the expected behavior.
With this background we note that our result for
TTF · CuS4C4(CF3)4 shows a shallow minimum (40
to 60 K depending on orientation) and tends toward
xT at high temperature. After the experimental
gap between 10 and 4 K, totally different behavior
below 4 K is observed. In contrast is the result
for the Au compound, which follows xT almost exactly from 200 down to 4 K.
Below the spin-Peierls transition in the copper
salt, a single broad line is observed at 4.2 K in
the approximate position of the TTF+ resonance.
Its width is strongly angle dependent varying from
maxima of -13.5 Oe peak-to-peak derivative at
Hiib, Hile to a minimum of -5.5 Oe with H approximately 50° from the b axis in the be plane. Upon
lowering the temperature, the line first broadens,
then narrows, revealing the presence of other
spectra (B and C in Table II as well as other weaker ones) in addition to that of the TTF+, see Fig.
11. All of the spectra narrow in the same temperature region suggesting a common mechanism for
their linewidths.
This behavior suggests exchange averaging between the spin systems. 42 ·43 The effective exchange frequency, 118 , will be temperature depen-
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dent because it reflects the concentration of the
TTF+ spins which are freezing out. Above Tc
= 12 K, the high concentration of TTF+ spins assures a strongly exchange-narrowed line, relatively unaffected by the presence of the low concentration of the B and C spins. Below Tc, as
the TTF+ spins condense out, the effective exchange frequency decreases, in proportion to the
TTF+ concentration. When the average exchange
frequency becomes comparable to an" average"
frequency separation (!:i.gµ 8 H/h) between the TTF+
and the other spins, the linewidth should go
through a maximum and, as the exchange frequency decreases further, the individual spectra
should emerge with individual widths given approximately by 42
gµ B (!:i.H - AH0 ) ~ 31 / 2 h Ve

--~-,

TTF ·Cu S4 C4 (CF 3 ) 4

10
Q

LL.I
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0
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LL.I

0

Ve= 10 IO exp (-21/T)

(9)

,

Here t:i.H 0 is the natural width of the line involved,
in the absence of exchange. [The exact constant of
proportionality in Eq. (9) depends upon the relative concentrations of the participating spin systems .43 The equality given here is derived for
exchange between two spin systems of equal concentration. J
In the freeze-out region, the concentration of
TTF+ spins should be proportional to e-1:,rrvr,
where t:i.(1') is the spin-Peierls gap. In mean field
at T ~ 4.2 K, !:i.(T)- t:i.(0) = 21 K. The model of exchange broadening therefore predicts for the line\. idths below 4 .2 K, t:i.H - t:i.H 0 - e- 21 /T.
In Fi 15 we have plotted the linewidth for the
TTF' E PR line as it emerges with decreasing
temperature from the broad line at 4.2 K. Also
plotted are values for !:i.IJ - t:i.H0 , where !:i.H0 was
estimated to be 4.0 Oe, the limiting value at the
lowest temperature. These points are not sufficiently accurate nor do they span a large enough
range in t:i.J/ to give an accurate estimate of ve,
Eq. (9). Instead, we .<0:how the curve ve ~ l010 e- 21 /r,
which represents a fit to the "expected" c-n·r dependence. [The fit is not very sensitive to the
value used for !:i.(O).J The experimental results
are clearly consistent with this interpretation.
(We note that accurate studies in the future over
a wider range of temperatures, in the exchange
narrowing region ? 4.2 K and at lower temperatures with other techniques to measure 1'2 , might
serve as a sensitive independent measurement of
the Peierls gap and its temperature dependence.)
Further confirmation of the role of exchange in
the low-temperature linewidths comes from the
angular dependence of the widths at 4.2 K. The
maxima in the width for H II b, H II corresponds
to the orientation where the TTF+, B and C spectra, which are being averaged, have their largest
separation. The minimum width corresponds to

c

14

0.2
FIG. 15. EPR peak-to-peak derivative linewidth t:i.H
at 20 GHz vs reciprocal temperature for TTF+ in
TTF • CuS 4C 4(CF 3) 4, ii I!~- Also shown is the inferred
average exchange frequency ve, matched to (AH -4.0) Oe
(triangles), with the "expected" e-Zl/T dependence.

the orientation where the TTF+ and B spectra
superpose. Asymmetry in the angular dependence
around this minimum can be explained by a lesser
contribution from exchange with spectrum C. This
dominance of the TTF+ - B exchange is consistent
with the greater intensity of the B spectrum vs
that of c c-2: 1). It may also reflect lesser exchange with the C spin system due to geometrical
effects (sublattice position, etc.).
The TTF+ spins excited across the spin-Peierls
gap must be formed in pairs, and as such, are
triplet excitons. Soos 44 has summarized the EPR
characteristics expected for triplet excitons: (i)
For a Frenkel exciton, the two spins remain adjacent in the crystal and fine structure due to dipole-dipole interactions between the spins can be
anticipated at low enough temperatures for exchange averaging to be unimportant. (ii) For a
Wannier exciton, the spins move indepen<iently
throughout the crystal and no fine structure is
predicted. We observe no S = 1 fine structure, a
fact which implies Wannier excitons in our case.
This is consistent with observations in other or-·
ganic free radicals, Frenkel excitons being observed only in systems in which the alternation
parameter, Eq. (6), B-1. 44 It is also consistent
with observations45 that in the nonalternating
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Heisenberg AF limit the triplet excitations have
a delocalized rather than a bound character, in
contrast to the ferromagnetic limit where both
types of states occur.
V. COMPARISON WITH EARLIER SUGGESTED EXAMPLES

We noted in Sec. I that various materials have
been suggested as examples of what we now call
spin-Peierls behavior. Earliest among these was
Wiirster's blue perchlorate (N, N' -tetramethyl-pphenylenediamine perchlorate). More recently
proposed materials are the alkali-TCNQ salts46
(e.g., Li tetracyanoquinodimethane) and chromiumdoped or uniaxially stressed V02 • We now examine their properties in the light of the model of
the transition developed above.
Wiirster's blue perchlorate shows magnetic behavior which provided major stimuli to McConnell
et al. 8 and Chesnut1 5 for the first qualitative and
quantitative treatments, respectively, of the instability of a system of magnetic insulator chains
against dimerization. This material has a firstorder transition47 •48 at 190 K. Its magnetic susceptibility has been analyzed4 9 as that of a regular
Heisenberg AF chain (J /k 8 =200 K) above that
transition and of a strongly dimerized chain (o
=0.75, J/k 8 =190K)below. Both Chesnut and,
later, Beni and Pincus 24 having produced theories
with second-order transitions, concluded that their
models did not match this material. In Sec. IV B
we remarked that while a model yielding a firstorder transition has not been demonstrated, such
a possibility cannot be ruled out at this time. However, it is generally agreed that the first-order
transition in Wfirster's blue perchlorate results
from a crystal structure instability in which the
magnetic system plays no important role. A detailed crystal-structure study5° shows that the
Cl04 - groups are disordered (rotating) at room
temperature and lose most of that disorder at low
temperature. This compound is therefore not an
example of a spin-Peierls material.
The alkali-TCNQ salts belong to the class of organic ion-radical crystals 7 whose interesting electrical and magnetic properties have drawn much
attention recently. These materials are semiconducting in contrast to the insulators we have been
discussing. While susceptibility curves for some
members of the series resemble the low-temperature part, i.e., for T< T(Xmaxl• of our data, there
remains considerable disagreement between
groups of investigators. 51 - 53 This is particularly
so for Li-TCNQ, which has received careful study.
Each member of the series shows a transition in
magnetic behavior at a temperature between -150
and 400 K which is first order for some and per-
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haps second order for others in the series.47 •54
The question of applying a Heisenberg model of
magnetic behavior to a semiconductor depends on
the relative magnitudes of the parameters of the
Hubbard Hamiltonian: U, the on-site repulsive
energy and t, the one-electron transfer energy.
For the Heisenberg model one requires t«U, a
condition met for these salts in the estimation of
some investigators46 •51 and not met in the opinion
of others.52 •53 At best, there is insufficient evidence for characteristic 1- D magnetic behavior
above the transitions observed. Further, Khanna
et al. 51 show an excellent fit to a temperature-independent magnetic (singlet-triplet) gap of 1300 K
below the transition at 225 K in Li-TCNQ. That
feature is also inconsistent with the spin-Peierls
concept, apart from any question of the order of
the transition. The large gap means that the density of magnetic excitations at 225 K is quite
small (-10-3 ). Thus they argue that the associated magnetic entropy is so small that the transition in all likelihood is not magnetic in origin but
rather is driven by a lattice structure instability.
We remark that it is a possibility that the 2kF
instability (i.e., lattice dimerization) may be a
general characteristic of chains with any finite
Hubbard parameters (t, U). In this case, the regular Peierls transition and spin-Peierls transition
would be t»U and t«U limits, respectively, of
some "general Peierls transition." Perhaps one
could then classify the alkali-TCNQ salts as "intermediate" examples of this general Peierls
transition.
The third example is VO:i modified by stress55
or doping. 56 - 58 The unmodified compound undergoes a first-order metal-to-insulator transition
at 343 K, from the rutile structure to a monoclinic (M1 ) phase where all V atoms are equivalent
and paired. The effect of doping or stress is to
introduce another monoclinic insulating phase
(M 2 ) which is stable for a few tens of degrees,
just below the metallic rutile phase. Pouget
et al. 34 interpret the M2 structure as two sets of
V atom chains, one of which consists of dimerized pairs while the other is believed to be a
regularly spaced zig-zag chain of V ions with
localized spins. Between the phases M2 and M 11
a transitional phase (T) occurs in which the zigzag regular chain gradually becomes a dimerized
chain. The transition M2 - T has either a firstor second-order character moving toward the
latter with increasing Cr doping or stress. Generally similar results are obtained by Fe doping. 58
In describing these systems, the authors invoke
temparature-dependent exchange during the progressive dimerization, which is one identifying
feature of the spin-Peierls model. They suggest
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that the first-order transitions could be explained
by an appropriate 35 strong-coupling theory. These
systems may indeed have spin-Peierls instabilities, although one must worry about crystal structure instabilities in these complicated enviornments. More conclusive evidence for 1- D magnetic behavior in the M2 phase would be helpful.
Alternatively, a rather different version of the
phase diagram for impurity-doped V02 has recently been proposed. 59 The region interpreted as the
translational (T) phase is indicated therein to be a
mixed-phase region to which the progressive dimerization would not apply. We might also point
out that a progressive dimerization of chains 60 appears to be a feature of the (rutile) metal-semiconductor transition (not first order61 ) in Nb02 , occurring at
1083 K. Its susc.:!ptibility behavior62 is superficially
similar to that of Li-TCNQ and of V0 2 :Cr, although a
spin-Peierls model would be inappropriate.
VI. CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the spin-Peierls transition as
a progressive spin-lattice dimerization occurring
below a transition temperature in a system of onedimensional antiferromagnetic Heisenberg chains.
Its historical origins have been examined with
emphasis on the background areas of metal-nonmetal transitions and spin-insulator magnetic model systems. Our magnetic susceptibility and EPR
measurements on the planar 11-donor-acceptor
compounds TTF· MS4 C4 (CF 3 ) 4 , M=Cu,Au, demonstrate directly the characteristic properties
with a textbook-model simplicity. The behavior
is in reasonably good agreement with a mean-field
theory (after Pytte23 ) embracing (1-D) uniform
Heisenberg AF chains coupled to a 3-D phonon
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